
What to do after someone attempted suicide 

If someone close to you just acted on their suicidal thoughts, this is a difficult time and you may have many 

questions such as: Why did this happen? Did they really want to die? How could they do this to me? Will 

they try it again? What should I do? Now is not the time to drill them for all the details; instead, know that 

you do not have to be alone in helping them. 

Don’t avoid them but don’t be handle this alone; get help. 

A FRIEND  Share what happened with someone you trust – someone discreet and supportive of you during 

your efforts to support the person who attempted suicide.  

PROFESSIONALS Don’t be in this alone. Ask your doctor or your EAP program for help. Consider visiting 

www.NowMattersNow.org to watch videos on how people survive suicidal thoughts, and strategies to 

reduce suffering. You could also learn at www.Save.org how to identify someone at risk and ways to help. 

Talking to them 

• Tell the person who survived the suicide attempt that you are thankful that they are alive.

• Share that you’re willing to work with them to find help for the things that led to their attempt.

• If you don’t know what to say or are afraid of saying the wrong thing, tell them exactly that.

Don’t leave them alone. Ask questions 

Ask the person who attempted the suicide: “Are you still thinking suicidal thoughts?” 

(Asking about suicide does not prompt someone to act on it; each person makes their own decisions.) 

◼ If the answer is NO, ask them “What changed?” and listen carefully to the answer.

◼ If the answer is YES, find out what they’re thinking and who they might be willing to talk to about

their current safety needs. (Most persons thinking of suicide want help to stay alive.)

Ask if medical or mental health personnel provided care to them after the attempt. If so, ask for permission 

to contact that service to learn recommendations for ongoing help – and ask these professionals for their 

guidance to you as a helper.  

Ask for their other preferred supporters and request permission to contact and share them about the 

suicidal attempt – or to be with them as they make that call to share and ask for help. Let the person decide 

who to involve. Create or suggest a role that each such resource person might play. Encourage their regular 

contact with the person/s.  

Share with each a list of resources they can use, and the crisis hotline (in Keep Them Safe, below). 

Listen more than you talk. The person who just survived a suicide attempt may struggle to find words to 

express his or her feelings -- perhaps numbness, with few feelings or words. Be patient. Listen for their ‘life 

links:’ things that give them a purpose to live (such as a child, parent, their work or future dream). Help 

them to find ways to strengthen such life-links.  

Listen to what they need to say even if it involves you and hurts your feelings. Be patient with them and 

yourself as you work through problems which could involve financial, medical or psychiatric counsel.  

Demonstrate hopefulness and support by acting quickly, calmly and confidently to seek help from 

appropriate organizations’ caregivers.  

http://www.save.org/


Don’t promise that you will solve their problems but offer to help them find and connect with available 

resources that can help.  

KEEP THEM SAFE 

Don’t let them be alone with thoughts of suicide. Keep the suicide prevention number available to you 

and them, for support and guidance:  1-800-273-8255 and www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org  

1. Being safe does not mean isolating them from others.

2. Restrict accessibility to potential means of suicide and explain why you do so. Remove potentially lethal

meds, ropes, vacuum hoses, belts or knotted cords from their home and vehicle. Remove unsecured

weapons from the home.

Signs that someone may be suicidal 

VISUALLY, they seem indifferent to their normal interests. They withdraw from normal social interaction, 

are moody and/or misuse drugs or alcohol. 

THEIR WORDS indicate they feel alone, hopeless, are a burden or are burdened, have no purpose in life, or 

have found an escape from problems. 

YOU SENSE that they feel desperate,  hopeless, ashamed, are a failure, etc. 

THEY SHARE THEIR PAIN of being abused, rejected, major losses, ill/injured, etc. 

Visit www.Save.org to learn how to identify someone at risk and ways to help. 

If the someone who recently acted upon suicidal thoughts is YOU… 

This is a very difficult time for you. Know that you are not alone. Others care, even if they seemed to miss 

your earlier words or actions that indicated that you needed them to care and help.  

Reach out to as many people as you feel are needed; don’t expect any one person to have all the answers. 

Expect that a lot of attention will be paid to your safety for a while. Sometimes it may feel like more 

safeguards are in place than are needed or that you like but it’s better to “err on the side of caution” so 

that you are kept safe. Don’t let this focus on keeping you safe prevent you from talking about and dealing 

with the issues that led you to suicidal thoughts. This usually involves analyzing the problem(s), researching 

for possible resources and approaches, then testing various methods to find solutions. 

Finding and applying solutions is work, but there’s nothing more important than your life. So, work on 

these, and focus on solutions.  

Be patient with yourself; this is a serious matter and dealing with problems typically take months if not 

years. Be realistic. Know that many others struggle with the same issues, which is why there are resources 

available. You are not alone.  

Sources: www.SuicidePreventionLifeline.org www.LivingWorks.net 

 Consider reading these other leaflets on SheriffNet the EMPOWER Spirit page: 

• Suicide Prevention Contacts

• Pushing Suicidal Thoughts Away

• Beating Depression

• What Worries You about the Future?

• What is Success?

• If finances or relationships are a contributing factor, try Handle Money Wisely and relevant leaflets.
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